
光電塑身美胸儀
  
貨品編號 : P1-F5-99

產品分類 : 纖體儀器

無針色光多功能令胸部提
升達至美容效果

Diamond Microdermabrasion
It provided a non-surgical skin refinish procedure, by using sterile diamond heads to abrade or
rub off the top skin layer, then vacuuming out the particles along with any dirt and dead skin
back up.

Diamond Dermabrasion can treat
- Aging and sun-damaged skin
- Some types of acne scarring and acne
- Altered pigmentation
- Stretch marks
- Fine lines
- Enlarged and clogged pores

Hot & Cold Hammer
- Cool hammer treat edema, relieve the pain in the part of body, shrink pores, calm
inflammation and abate hypersusceptibility
- Hot hammer accelerate blood circulation and enhance metabolism
- To smooth the wrinkle and make the skin fresh through cool and hot massage treatment
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alternatively

Skin Scrubber
- Smooth face wrinkles, improves the appearance and texture of skin
- Improve blood circulation and metabolism
- Clean off the dirtiness in the pores and make the skin become clean and fresh

Photon Treatment
-Senility-resisting,anti-allergic introducing nutrition, tighten skin, degreasing, improving skin,
activating cell, reducing inflammation, accelerating cell reproduction and cell membrane
reproduction, written the skin, reducing spot and melanin

BIO Face Lift
-Microcurrent is a low level of electricity that mirrors the body's own natural electrical impulses.
A microcurrent face lift is a non-surgical, non-invasive cosmetic technique that safely and
effectively improves the health and appearance of the skin. It is also referred to as a
BIO-ultimate face lift.

No Needle Mesotherapy
By applying electroporation and electroosmosis theories and adopting micro-infiltration
technology, it transmits into cell membrane medicines or natural active ingredients with certain
amount at certain skin layer. These ingredients take effect under the skin and cure various skin
problems. No injectors are to be used in this process. This high-tech is also known as No-Needle
Mesotherapy.

Parameters
Diamond Dermabrasion
Vacuum Pressure: 60-70 cmHg
Hot : 42 Celsius degree / Cold:1-2 Celsius degree
Skin Scrubber
Vibrating : 270,000 times per second
Photon
Seven Colors, Microcurrent output: 0-60 mA
BIO Face Lift
Transformer Voltage : 15V / Current output :0-50mA
No Needle Mesotherapy
5 Modes; 3 Probes (1 for body, 2 for face)
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